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ABSTRACT

Children at play is a fascinating form of interaction to observe. Their imaginations and
ability to manipulate objects to fit their needs is an incredible phenomenon that leaves an
onlooker with many lingering questions. “What are they thinking? How did they decide which
slide would be the enemy’s castle?” In addition, children’s experiences on outdoor playgrounds
provide rich opportunities for a vast list of benefits. These benefits are more or less instigated by
the design of the playground; however, the popularity of the playground among children requires
adults to fully understand children’s preferences of a place space and which structures and
objects will cater to their wants and needs. This inquiry relied heavily on observations to answer
these questions in an attempt to gain insight about the fragmented line of communication
between the adults’ presumptions and children’s actual desires of a playground space.
Furthermore, this study looked at the interactions that were harvested by these outdoor play
spaces, thus further expanding upon the use of the playground environment.
At the conclusion of the research, it became apparent that there are particular structures
that children find more appealing. Their imaginations lead them to manipulate any and all types
of equipment on a playground; however, structures which are physically able to be moved
(whether parts or the entire structure itself) appeared to have the most popularity among children.
In addition, the children were even further interested when there were other children present.
This allowed them to expand on one another’s ideas and further immerse themselves in the
imaginative play on the playground.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to the Study
During my summer days spent working at the local daycare I have closely observed
children at play. The big smiles, squeaking voices, and endless hugs never get old. As I watch
my students play, I find myself wondering, ”What on earth is going on in their head?” How
amazing it must be to “fully believe” that a small slide can transport you to another planet and
that a tree in the corner of the yard is really a medieval castle surrounded by a swiftly flowing
moat and heroic knights in shining armor. The way in which children play is a mystery. How do
they decide where their imaginations readily will take them? I have learned that the materials
made available to the children are often manipulated to support and enrich the children’s
widespread imaginations. Ramsey (2014) comments that for children, the “real” world is often
servant to an imaginary world (p.74). Their experiences allow them to adapt their mundane
reality into something magical and enticing.
Most adults are familiar with the traditional playground. It commonly includes a jungle
gym, slide, swing sets, and possibly a paved open space for recreational activities such as
basketball. I believe most adults would agree on what each of these aspects are intended for -i.e.
the slide is for sliding down, the swing set is for sitting and swinging by pumping or by being
pushed my an adult. However, these uses may be just presumptions. We should not presume that
we could get inside children’s minds and know where their imaginations will take them.
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If we are not able to delve into children’s imaginations, how is it that we know how to
construct these play spaces to their liking? Does it really matter what we give these children if
they take whatever we give them and make it fit their fantasies and playing needs?
In response to the different ways children use playgrounds, I have noticed a change
toward a more modern playground as of late. As a Childhood and Early Adolescent Education
major, I have had the opportunity to closely observe such a playground first-hand in my prestudent and student teaching. I have been assigned to Penn Lincoln Elementary in the Altoona
School District for my field experiences. This particular elementary school was fortunate enough
to receive a brand new playground for this school year. The playground does not display the
common slide and tower physical appearance; rather, it has different structures throughout that
do not seem to portray a specific intended purpose. The design of this space allows for children
to do what they have always done – use their imaginations to construct an alternate reality.

Figure 1. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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Play takes place in a multitude of settings, each supplying a wide range of materials, or
lack their of, to be used. Outside play may consist of anything from an elaborate castle to a single
tree. Henry Heft (1988) found that almost any object in an outdoor environment had a potential
functional affordance for children, and that these potential affordances generally differed quite
markedly form the uses that adults might ascribe to them (p.75). This disconnect applies to the
different ways of knowing among children and adults. The following poem entitled “Nursery
Chairs” written by Milne (1952) describes the process in which a child turns what we consider to
be “ordinary” items into objects that satisfy the child’s creative imagination:
One of the chairs is South America,
One of the chairs is a ship at sea,
One is a cage for a great big lion,
And one is a chair for me…

Shall I go off to South America?
Shall I put in my ship to sea?
Or get in my cage and be lions and tigers?
Or shall I only be me? (p.18). (p.74).
This poem accurately reflects the turning gears and creative thoughts of the childhood
imagination; ignoring the logic and reason that floods the adult mind allows children to create an
“enchanted” world in which anything is possible. A chair that we as adults sit down in to labor
over countless emails, enjoy our cup of coffee, and write our sincerest thank-you notes- this
same chair serves an entirely different purpose for a child. For them, this chair is the land of
slithering snakes and cascading waterfalls. An imagination without limits is…
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The recess debate has recently surfaced as schools begin to eliminate this fundamental
elementary school activity. According to figures provided by school systems since the enactment
of NCLB, 20% of U.S. school systems decreased recess time, averaging recess cuts of 50
minutes per week. In the National Center for Educational Statistics data from 173 randomly
selected school districts, 5.3% reported increases in recess while 32.3% reported decreases
(Jarrett, 2013). Looking at these statistics, play, particularly unstructured play, does not appear to
hold a significant value in today’s school system. This lack of support is partly what drew me so
passionately to the topic of playgrounds. Thinking back on my primary school years, some of my
most vivid memories take place on the playground. I was given recess for forty-five minutes
every day outdoors (weather permitting). I often spent this time differently on a daily basis; some
days I would choose to play on the swings for the majority of the time, whereas others I would
go from playing kickball, to basketball, to house. As a child, playing on a playground meant one
thing to me: playing. I was not aware of the magnitude of benefits embedded within that
playtime. In my collegiate studies I have often been exposed to the untold benefits of outdoor
playtime (as well as play in general). These benefits left me with some lingering questions about
the way in which children viewed their play space, more specifically, playgrounds.
The topic of children and playgrounds has garnered extensive research amidst many
academic areas. Studies about health benefits, safety, children’s agency, and usability within the
design help frame the ways that playgrounds are understood. Despite the extensive research on
advantages of playgrounds for a child’s development, it remains unclear how the design of a
playground affects its use and interactions. This thesis will address how the design of outdoor
playgrounds reveals their intended uses and to what ends these uses may be consistent with
children’s play lives.
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Playgrounds find themselves in nearly every individual’s memory of childhood. They
are often designed and constructed by large corporate companies; these companies attempt to
provide the children with structures that they believe young individuals will find entertaining and
pleasurable. However, children are not just gaining pleasure from a playground experience; they
are actively problem solving, critically thinking, and further developing in various aspects
(emotionally, socially, physically). Perhaps the greatest interaction that occurs on the playground
is the manipulation of the structures presented. Children use playgrounds in various ways; some
seem to be the intended use (as said by the contractor) whereas other uses stem from imagination
and creativity beyond belief.
Playgrounds come in various forms. The most customary presentation includes a slide
and possible swing-set. However, there are many other types of outdoor play spaces other than
the generic cookie-cutter school playground. Some appear to be more traditional, whereas others
display a more contemporary approach.
For some children, the urban street outside their homes may be their primary playground.
This very circumstance is described in an article written by Tawfiq M. Abu-Ghazzeh (1998).
Abu-Ghazzeh evaluates the children’s use of the street as playground in Abu-Nuseir, Jordan. In
an urban environment such as this, the children look to the street for an outlet that fosters
imaginative and creative play. Controlled and infrequent traffic is a must in street play, for it
allows children to use the space freely for gross motor activities as well as explore the various
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surfaces and structures that are present in this type of environment (p.4). It may seem as if this
type of play would be much different from that which takes place among children given a
traditional playground. However, the fact that materials are manipulated by children remains a
common theme in the midst of play.
The children themselves should direct the emotional and social interactions that take
place on playgrounds, however, adults, through the equipment and direction that they provide,
can positively foster these relations. An article by Peterson (2011) first caught my attention by
discussing an “adventure playground” in which children were permitted to create and
disassemble various aspects of the playground. Peterson found three main purposes for the
adventure playground. The first was to assist immigrants in adjusting to the cultural differences
and provide opportunities for children to show their ideas and perspectives from varying
backgrounds. The second purpose was the idea that this type of playground would suffer less
vandalism, as the structures were already meant for various forms of assembling/disassembling.
Finally, the playground was meant to foster creative, imaginative play and act as a catalyst for
“community spirit” (p. 6).
The Adventure Playground in Bath described by Peterson article was an immense
success. The children were able to build forts and huts, light fires and cook, paint, play team
games, and participate in many other activities. On any given day, there was between 60-100
children at the playground (Peterson, 2011, p. 7). Those numbers speak for themselves, for it is
evident that the children thrived on the given freedom to explore and manipulate the structures
and materials in this type of playground. Forms of adventure playgrounds such as this have
blossomed across Europe and are slowly making a statement in the United States as well. The
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freedom for unique creativity and exploration has been the driving force in the multiplication of
these playgrounds.
Playgrounds promote numerous positive benefits for young children. As children freely
run around the space and maneuver through their surroundings, health and fitness improves.
Janssen (2011) presents an excellent source on why and how children achieve physical fitness
through active engagement in playgrounds. Janssen describes a prospective trial in which
intervention would be made in hopes of increasing physical activity on school playgrounds. The
intervention would alter physical education programs as well as reconstruct the layout of the
current playgrounds. In turn, the intended results would be an increase in the activity levels
during recess as well as positive changes in physical fitness (p.1).
Although one may only consider the physical aspect involved in play; it is important to
realize that children develop cognitively as well through social interactions and higher levels of
thinking when constructing and manipulating their play space. An outdoor playground is just as
effective at fostering development as an indoor space. To accomplish this, the space simply
needs to provide the same opportunities for interaction, manipulation, problem-solving and just
plain fun (Hennger, 1993, p.2).
When looking at the careful consideration put into constructing a playground for
children, it is important to look at how the children received the space (enjoyed the environment,
found it accessible, etc.) Jansson (2013) became intrigued by the children’s own conclusions
about what constitutes an enjoyable playground. He collected first-hand interviews with children
about different playgrounds in Sweden. One child stated that in order for a playground to be
considered “fun”, it had to have a lot of toys (p.9). For this child, having tangible objects that the
child can control and operate in the outdoor play space was of highest importance.
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Jansson’s research conducted in Sweden looked at two different towns that housed 22
different playgrounds. The researchers then interviewed young children about these spaces.
During one particular interview, a 10-year-old boy gave his insight about a playground in
Degebrega:

Young boy: This one has a lot of stuff ‘cos it has swings more than the other place, so,
two swings, a baby swing and … (giggles). But I don't know so much here, the only thing
I do is to climb that little frame there and jump down from the roof of the tower. That's
really fun.

Interviewer: Oh, that's really high. No, you don't jump down from there …

Young boy: Yes, I climb up and jump down. It's really fun. But it hurts.
The response given by the interviewer indicates that he believes the tower be used for a
purpose other than jumping. In addition, the young boy openly discusses how he does not seem
to be attracted to the swings or other aspects of the playground. For him, jumping off a tower is
the biggest thrill at this particular playground (Jansson, 2013).
Along with the way that the children manipulate the equipment, I was also fascinated by
the effect that peers have on a child’s playground use. An article written by Maria Prellwitz and
Lisa Skar (2007) wrote about the effect of peers, based on first hand accounts provided by
children. These accounts shed light on what it is like to experience the playground as a child; this
includes peer interactions.
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These interactions are quite fascinating. For one, the imagination of a child has infinite
possibilities, thus creating a very unique type of discourse in these play spaces. Often times, roles
are given during play. Different “players” may have differential rights and responsibilities based
on the given scenario. An example of this can be seen in a game of jump rope. If a child is
invited to play but given the role of “rope twirler”, their role in the play is quite limited in
comparison to the children actively jumping over the rope (Butler, 2008, p.12).
In addition, interactions can also lead to conflict. However, most conflicts are solved
among the children without having an adult intervene. Hart (1993) speaks about this topic in his
book, Children on Playgrounds. Hart notes that most studies show that the conflicts between
children on the playground do not involve aggression. In addition, they do not normally involve
bargaining or negotiation either. These conflicts often eventuate to a winner/loser outcome.
The way in which children behave socially on the playground can also have lasting
effects on the way they are perceived by their peers. For example, prosocial, cooperative children
become well liked by their peers. Conversely, those who keep to themselves on the playground
may be ignored by peers (Hart, 1993).

Conclusion
After closely looking at the importance, benefits, types, and usability of playgrounds I am
left with some lingering questions that would further my knowledge and understanding of
outdoor play spaces. Although I gained some insight on children’s thoughts, I am still unsure of
what types of peer situations are desired by children at playgrounds and what role peers play in
the way that children choose to use the equipment. Aside from the social interaction that is
cultivated among peers, it is also essential that I evaluate adult roles in the peer interactions.
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Should the adult be nearby, or slightly removed from the play area? Children may act differently
based on their surroundings and how heavily they feel they are being watched or critiqued for
their actions on the playground. Finally, there is a clear disconnect between the planned and
actual use of playgrounds. Some children are left genuinely unsatisfied with the space that
should be an amusing and welcoming area; others are pleased, but choose to use the equipment
in a way that was not originally thought of. I am left with a vague understanding of how this
disconnect can produce negative and positive outcomes.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The playgrounds that I observed throughout this study were mainly chosen due to reasons
of convenience. I wanted to ensure that I had a wide variety of playgrounds, which I was able to
achieve by taking the time to document numerous playgrounds that I encountered throughout my
travels abroad as well as my time spent here in the United States. Furthermore, I did not
purposefully look for a certain style or space within the playground.
This qualitative research study examines playground design and use in Europe and the
United States. For my research, I mainly used direct observation. These systematic observations
involved a systematic approach that provided me with essential information and insight into
playground usability.
The first type of data collected was photographs of the playground structures and
surrounding environments. The photographs proved to be an excellent source of data. The
photographs facilitated the organizing, interpreting, and validating of the qualitative inquiry. I
completed these observations during various times of the day to ensure that I was not gaining
biased information due to popular playground times. In addition, I completed my observations in
urban and rural settings across Europe and the Eastern United States, which created an
international perspective. These photographs included both occupied and unoccupied
playgrounds. This allowed me to critically analyze the structures provided in the play space both
with and without children.
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My second form of data was field notes. The field notes included my observations and
reflections about the playgrounds that I was studying. The notes were organized in such a way
that I could view my observations directly next to my insights about what I witnessed. These
notes are both textual and visual. The textual field notes provided additional understanding and
depth to the photographic data.
I analyzed my findings my using my current knowledge of children’s behavior that was
learned through my studies at Penn State as a Childhood and Early Adolescent Education Major.
In addition, I used evidence based on my field notes and photographs to generate and support my
claims and recommendations. It is critical to note that there are limitations to this study. My
interpretations of the findings reflect my own views and current knowledge. The understanding
that I have achieved through my work on this project has a potential bias based on these
interpretations and perceptions.
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Chapter 4
Playground Structures
As I reflect on playgrounds, I am flooded with memories of my own experiences on
playgrounds in my community. I lived within walking distance of a local park, where I spent
a lot of time at the playgrounds, particularly during the warmer months. Below is a picture
that shows a blue jungle gym that holds many of my childhood memories. The jungle gym
consists of steps, two slides, a net, and a spiral piece of metal. The area underneath the play
space is mulched and is surrounded by open green space.

Figure 2. Allison Park, Pennsylvania. 2014.
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Aside from the blue jungle gym, there was another structure intended for play. This
structure is red and cream-colored. The structure consists of a slide, steps, tunnel, numbered balls
that spun, and a large clock with moveable arms. The key difference between this structure and
the blue is that this structure has manipulatives available for play- the numbered balls and clock.
I recall one memory in which I was just learning how to read time at school. I sat down in front
of this clock and asked my mother to arrange the arms however she pleased. Next, I would tell
her what time was displayed. I was very proud and excited to share my new knowledge with my
mother.

Figure 3. Allison Park, Pennsylvania, 2014.
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These two playgrounds certainly were not the only ones I played on as a child; however,
because of their proximity to my home, these are the two playground spaces are the ones that I
recall the most clearly.
The playgrounds described above are often viewed as more traditional, for they include a
slide and castle-like structure. This style is not just apparent in America; it is seen across the
world. The following pictures show play structures in various parts of the world. Many of the
pictures display photographs from the Czech Republic, for that is where I spent the majority of
my time abroad.

Figure 4. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.
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Figure 5. Santander, Spain. 2014.

Figure 6. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.
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These pictures, although not identical in design, show great similarity in the overall
appearance of the play structure. Although this traditional style may be what I remember most
vividly, it became clear to me through my observations that this style is no longer the “norm.” I
can confidently say that for every “traditional” playground I came across, I encountered many
more contemporary playgrounds. I use the word contemporary loosely, for I am grouping all
those that do not appear to be traditional as contemporary play spaces. The following pictures
depict what I describe as a more “contemporary” playground.

Figure 7. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.
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Figure 8. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.

These playgrounds show numerous structures spread throughout the play space. In the
second picture, it is difficult to know what some of the metal structures portray. It appears as if
they are simply different arrangements of poles that could be used for a multitude of purposes. I
interpret the green and silver object to serve as some type of seesaw (due to the springs
positioned underneath). However, I would imagine that had I asked another individual, they
might have very different thoughts as to what this object could be used for by the children.
The varying appearances of the outdoor play spaces create unique environments for play.
Each space offers different amenities for the children that will impact their playing experience.
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Chapter 5
Playground Interactions

Observing children in the play spaces gave me the opportunity to try to understand their
vivid imaginations and deep emotions toward their environment- the play space itself. I would
like to start by noting that I often found myself sitting at an empty playground. This occurred
both at the spaces in the United States as well as the spaces I visited abroad. It is hard to
determine a single factor as to why this was. Were the children uninterested in the space? Are
children spending less time outside? Are more children playing outside at their own homes as
opposed to traveling to a playground? The questions surrounding this phenomenon could lend
themselves to an entirely different research study. However, I do think it is important to state that
this was occurring and it often limited my opportunities to observe children on the playgrounds.

Vyton Plaground. Prague, Czech Republic.
The first playground I observed was a large space in Prague, Czech Republic. It was a
cool evening around 5:00pm. Apartment buildings and restaurants in the heart of the city
surrounded the space. A short gate enclosed the entire area. There were about thirty-five children
and families inside the playground. I chose a seat on a bench that was situated at the edge of the
playground. As I sat down, I listened to the cheerful giggles and screams of children at play.
Because most of the children were speaking Czech, a language unfamiliar to me, I relied on the
observation of their body language to interpret their interactions.
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Figure 9. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.

Figure 10. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.

The boys pictured above were playing with one another as one of the children sat down in
a circular object could be manually spun. The two boys standing proceeded to spin the boy
around as he exploded with heart-warming giggles. The boy sitting first sat in the object with his
legs hanging out over the edge. After a handful of spins, he tried to bring his legs in side of the
object with the rest of his body. He seemed to be having difficulty fitting his entire body inside
the object. However, he persisted as the standing boys spun him even faster. Eventually, the boy
sitting motioned for the others to stop spinning him. He tumbled out of the object and layed on
the ground as if he had just crossed the finish line of a marathon. The other boys pulled on his
arms and legs until he finally stood and together they all ran toward the sandbox. As they ran,
they grabbed onto each other’s shirts slowing one another down until they finally reached the
sandbox and jumped inside the pit.
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As I glanced to my right, I observed two children playing on a black circular structure. It
appeared to resemble the markings of a tire, although the material was plastic as opposed to
rubber.

Figure 11. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.

One child stood on the object as the other watched with amused eyes. The circular object
easily moved both clockwise and counterclockwise. After about a minute, the standing child
decided to climb onto the structure as well. This time, both children straddled their legs on either
side of the structure. The spun the structure clockwise by pushing off the ground with their feet.
The children continued to play on this structure for about ten minutes.
At the south end of the playground, there is a small swing set. A middle-aged woman was
pushing one child who appeared to be around five years of age. The woman began to push the
child higher, which caused the child to let out a high-pitched cry. Tears began to build in the
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child’s porcelain blue eyes. As the woman noticed the tears, she immediately slowed the swing
to a stop and took the child out of the swing. She appeared to soothe the child, which resulted in
the child no longer crying. The child then leapt out of the woman’s arms and ran over to a small
hut on the playground where other children were seated at a table. The children made motions
that resembled sipping tea and eating a meal with a spoon. Their laughter traveled across the
playground. Parents were seated nearby yet there were not any adults in the immediate vicinity
of the hut.
There was one object that remained unused for the majority of my stay. It resembled a
horse and had springs supporting it so that it hovered about two feet from the ground. Only one
child chose to play on this object. He did so by straddling the object and moving back and forth
causing the spring to give way and allowing the structure to move. He plays on this object alone
without any adults noticeably watching his movements. After about thirty seconds, he
dismounted the object and walked to another side of the playground.
A common theme among this playground is that most of the play did not involve adult
interaction. The children played amongst themselves and with one another, seldom asking an
adult to join them.

Arboretum Playground. Prague, Czech Republic.
I encountered this playground near an arboretum I was visiting for a photography class.
The playground was tucked behind the arboretum and was enclosed by a short metal gate. The
gate remained open; therefore, visitors did not have to unlock or open any type of structure to
enter into the playground.
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Figure 12. Prague, Czech Republic.

The above picture displays the two groups of individuals that were visiting this particular
playground at this time. It was around 10:00 a.m. I watched their interactions for around twenty
minutes. The young girl toward the front of the picture was resting against her hands on a device
that had steering wheels and pedals. The pedals were moveable; however, the entire device did
not rotate. The caregiver looked outward past the child. In the back left of the photograph, a
caregiver assisted a child as he mounted a contemporary structure that resembled a see-saw. The
caregiver then pushed downward on the structure to allow the child to bounce up and down.
After about five minutes, this duo left the sea-saw structure and climbed into the sandbox. It had
recently rained, causing the sand to become damp and firm. The child walked to the structure in
the middle of the sand pit and began to climb on two large hanging wires. The caregiver assisted
the child once again. When the caregiver went to offer further assistance, the child swatted her
arm away. The caregiver backed off and gave the child some space while still keeping her arms
outstretched as if to provide a safety net for the young child.
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During this time, the other pair left the playground. No other children or adults entered
the play space during my stay.
Hampton Playground. Allison Park, PA, USA.

Figure 13. Hampton Playground, 2014.

The above picture documents another playground found in the community of Hampton in
Allison Park, Pennsylvania. When I first reached the playground, there was no one present in the
space. I observed the three structures available for play. The swing-set consisted of four swings
as well as two “baby” swings- swings with leg cut-outs for security. After sitting for about
fifteen minutes, a young woman and boy came onto the playground. The boy appeared to be
around three years old. He immediately ran for the yellow structure. He stopped upon reaching
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the structure and gazed at it with curious, wondering eyes. Next, he reached up and hoisted
himself onto the structure. He continued to reach upward, climbing further up the structure. The
young woman remained behind the boy as he climbed. She voiced encouraging words such as,
“There you go, you got it! Wow you are climbing so fast!” Once the child reached the top of the
structure, he straddled it and gazed around the playground. After about thirty seconds, he reached
his hands out to his caregiver and said “Down.” The caregiver carefully lifted the child down.
Another child then entered the play space. He appeared to be similar in age to the first
child that was still playing. The two caregivers gave a friendly nod to one another.
I will now refer to the children as Boy A (the child whom was at the playground first) and
Boy B.
Boy B approached Boy A, who was desperately attempting to climb up the slide by
starting at the bottom of the slide as opposed to using the stairs. Boy B climbed onto the bottom
of the slide and gripped the edge of the slide for support as he hoisted his weight up the slide.
Boy A looked at Boy B and giggled. Then, he too began to do the same movements. The two
boys climbed up the slide simultaneously. Neither boy was using any words; however, there
were lots of giggles.
When the two boys reached the top of the slide, they sat at the top. Boy B looked at Boy
A and stated, “Hi me Brad. What’s your name?” Boy A responded with “Jake” and nervously
glanced down at his hands. Boy B then stood up and shouted to his caregiver, “He Jake! Jake is
my friend!” The caregiver smiled and laughed. She then asked what the two boys were doing.
Boy B responded by stating, “We livin’ in a castle! You see! We climbed up here all the whole
way! Did you see? We were so fast!”
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Boy B then glanced at Boy A and excitedly stated, “We need them to guard our castle.
You tell your mommy to guard the slide.” Boy A demonstrated signs of intimidation. Slowly, he
stood up and said to his caregiver in a barely audible voice, “Mommy stand by the slide.” The
mother went to the bottom of the slide and held out her arms. She asked, “Are you going to slide
down?” Boy A responded, “No Mommy, you are going to keep out the bad guys.”
Boy B then motioned with his arm for his caregiver to stand at the bottom of the slide
steps. He then said, “Don’t let the bad guys in! We are the princes and you have to stand there in
case the bad guys try to come up.” The caregiver obeyed the child’s request. She then looked up
and said, “Honey are you going to go down the slide?” Boy B responded by stating, “No we only
climbed up the slide. We don’t go down that. We can only go down these stairs you see.”
The two boys remained on the top of the slide. They discussed an elaborate plan of how
they would protect their castle. Boy B appeared to facilitate most of the ideas, whereas Boy A
would generally agree and add a few ideas every now and then. The boys continued with this
interaction for around fifteen minutes.
Finally, Boy A’s mother told him that it was time to go to the pool. He ran down the steps
and leaped into his mother’s arms. He glanced back at his new friend and gave a friendly wave.
Boy B looked up at his caregiver and said, “Can we go get ice cream?” The caregiver agreed and
the two left the playground.

Penn Lincoln Playground. Altoona, PA, USA.
My student teaching experience took place at Penn Lincoln Elementary in Altoona,
Pennsylvania. During this time, I observed the children on the newly built playground.
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Each time I opened the playground doors, the children hurriedly ran down toward the
play structure. They then dispersed throughout the playground, much like dropping a bag of
bouncy balls onto a hard surface and watching as they sporadically bounce in all different
directions. Although the space was not necessarily a large playground, it offered a variety of
structures for play. The following scenario describes a typical day as an observer on this
playground.
At one corner of the playground, there is a circular structure that moves both clockwise
and counterclockwise. The children that gravitate toward this structure immediately hung from
the structure in a variety of ways. Some were straddling it whereas others were sitting as what
could be described as “side saddle.” In addition, some students laid their entire body across the
structure.

Figure 14. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2014.
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The students always asked one peer to push them as they all held onto the moveable
object. In the above picture, a young girl stood and pushed the other students. As the equipment
spun, two of the young girls fell off and tumbled onto the mulch in a fit of giggles. The young
girl pushing the others continued to push. She stepped over the fallen friends without any regard
for stopping the spinning motion of the playground object.
The two fallen girls yelped as another child tumbled on top of their legs. They let out a
playful scream and pushed the third child off of them. Next, all three children stood and climbed
back onto the equipment while yelling statements such, “Faster, faster! Push us. Come on!”
As the children played, a group of young boys approached the small group of playing
girls. The boys hopped onto the structure. The girls began to chant, “Boys have to push…boys
have to push.” The boys yelled back, “Not uh! You push us.” After a few back and forth banters,
a boy jumped off the equipment and began to spin the structure quickly. All of the children let
out a slur of giggles and screams before four children collapsed off the structure onto the ground.
A fit of loud, giggling voices erupted from the crowd before they all attempted to climb back
onto the structure.
Meanwhile, other students used the other equipment available on the playground. The
largest structure was a jungle gym of sorts (refer to Figure 15). I use this wording because this
structure contained different stairs as well as slides. In addition to those amenities, the large
structure also included a rope, an assortment of metal bars, and various small, sheltered areas.
The majority of this structure could not be physically manipulated, for most of the equipment
remained stable without flexibility. The students that played on this equipment quickly went
from one area to another. For example, one child chose to climb across the metal bars. After
climbing the entire way across, the child ran for the slide and slid down. Next, the child ran
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toward the rope and began to climb to the top. Overall, although this structure was often
occupied, children moved around frequently.

Figure 15. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.

Figure 16. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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Near the cafeteria entrance to the playground, there were three structures that offered a
small circular platform with a crooked pole in the center (refer to Figures 17-19). The children
would pile as many students as they possibly could onto this circular platform and spin in circles
until a child fell off, at which point they would stop for a few seconds and then continue to
aggressively spin in circles. The teachers on the playground allowed the students to use these
objects freely. There were not any restrictions as to how many children were allowed on these
objects at any given time. On this particular day, I watched as five children tightly clenched the
pole as they spun on the structure. One child fell off and looked at me. He said, “They aren’t
making ‘nuff room for me!” I responded by asking the students to share the structure. They
looked at the fallen boy and yelled, “Come on! Here’s room! Let’s go!” The fallen boy quickly
jumped to his feet and excitedly flung himself back onto the platform.

Figure 17. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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Figure 18. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.

Figure 19. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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Nearby, there was a large cubed structure, which is pictured below. The structure
resembled a 3D decagon with various notches much like those found on a rock-climbing wall.
The students were using the notches to assist them in climbing up the structure. Some were
climbing to the top and jumping off, whereas others were only making a few moves up the
structure before falling down onto the mulch. As teachers, we were not allowed to hoist the
children onto this structure. If they wanted to reach the top, they had to do so on their own.

Figure 20. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.

One of my students approached me while standing near this structure and said, “I can’t do
it. Can you help me?” I looked down at the student and said, “Well, where did you try climbing
from already? Maybe that wasn’t the best place to start. Let’s find a different place.” The student
and I walked around the structure until I saw a series of notches that I believed to be less
challenging than other parts of the structure. I looked at the student and said,” How about you try
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here.” I did not give the student any further direction about where to put each foot and hand. The
child tried two positions before he chose one that allowed him to pull his body weight halfway
up the structure. He looked down at me with a beaming smile, still holding onto the notches with
a binding grip, and said, “Look Miss Hansen I’m almost at the top!” He then reached for a final
notch that allowed him to pull himself onto the very top of the structure. He squealed with
excitement and clapped his hands. Next, he slowly stood on top of the decagon and yelled, “I am
the king!” before jumping into the mulch and landing in a tangled somersault. He burst out
laughing, stood up, and ran away to the other side of the playground.

Figure 21. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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As I continued to watch the students, I noticed that although there is a bit of free space
available adjacent to the structures, not many students are taking advantage of that kind of space.
Nearly all of the students are using the structures that the playground provides. The children
remain focused on the bordering structures for long periods of time or move freely on the large
middle structure. However, they seldom played on the slab of concrete that provided untouched
space.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Analysis
My observations and research gave me the opportunity to better understand outdoor
playgrounds in a multitude of ways. Although I could not conceivably place myself into the
imaginative mind of a child, observing them in an outdoor place space in which much of their
play was unstructured allowed me to observe children in an authentic way. I analyzed the data
collected for similarities and differences, as well as common themes found among different
playgrounds.

Structures
The playground structures varied throughout my research. From an international
perspective, there was not a noticeable difference in the types of playgrounds that different
countries promote. I found both traditional and contemporary playgrounds throughout my
research, although, I observe more contemporary playgrounds overall. In addition to the style of
the play spaces, the size of the spaces varied. Some were quite large whereas others were no
larger than fifteen square feet. For example, the Vyton Playground located in Prague (refer to
Figure 7, p. 17) was quite a large space. In contrast, the below picture shows a small playground
located in Berlin, Germany. It was not uncommon for me to find playgrounds such as these two
that varied tremendously in size.
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Figure 22. Berlin, Germany.

Many of my structural observations were made at times when the playgrounds were
unoccupied. These observations were made at various times throughout the day, which
eliminated the possibility that I happened upon the playgrounds only at unpopular times. There
are a number of factors that may have contributed to their frequent vacancy. First, the
playgrounds that did not allow for manipulation would have been more unpopular to the
children. The playgrounds that offered manipulative equipment were those that I found to be
more crowded and well liked by the visitors. Another factor could be that the children are
spending outdoor playtime in other spaces aside from playgrounds. My data collection did not
involve individual interviews; therefore, the reason for the deserted playgrounds can only be
inferred.

Further Field Note Analysis
My observations of the spaces varied based on if the space was occupied or empty
throughout my stay. When the playground was unoccupied, I focused on my surroundings and
the structures (or lack there of) that the space had to offer. As previously mentioned, the
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traditional playgrounds often offered a slide and “castle-like” structure. The more contemporary
playground structures varied across my data; some appeared to have particular uses whereas
others lent themselves to be interpreted by the individual.
As I observed the children on the playgrounds, I attempted to make connections between
the intended uses of objects versus actual use. In numerous instances, it was obvious that the
children were not using the structures for their anticipated purpose. For example, I often found
myself observing children climbing up a slide as opposed to sliding down. Furthermore, the slide
may not have represented a slide at all. As described above, the two boys on the Hampton
Playground refused to go down the slide. They decided that the slide would only be used to
climb up into their “castle”. The caregivers in this scenario did not correct the children. In fact,
they encouraged their imaginative thinking and played a role in the make-believe story that was
crafted by the two young boys. Their lack of corrections caused the two boys to further enhance
their story and add new ideas to their visions. In addition, the children chose to assign roles to the
caregivers in this scenario. Rather than the adults be in the space for mere safety reasons, these
adults were active “players” with the boys. They did not impose their thinking or different
opinions upon the children either, they instead allowed the children to lead the fantasy that was
being built around this particular slide and set of stairs. Their lack of interference allowed for the
building of ideas between the two boys as well as a longer period of fascination with the
equipment (in comparison to a child being on the equipment alone without a peer and adult
person present).
Caregivers sometimes played a more direct role in their children’s play (as described
above), other times their role was more indirect. For example, the interaction observed at the
Arboretum playground involved a caregiver playing more of a safety role as opposed to an active
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playing participant. Even though the caregiver was portraying protective instincts, the child
became anxious when there was too much interference with her play. This indicates that the child
was looking to direct the play independently. It is also important to note that the child in this
particular situation appears uninterested in the playground at a certain point. This is evident in
Figure 11. The caregiver is not interacting with the child during this time; in fact, they both had
similar blank gazes displayed on their faces. The way in which the child’s body is positioned
further confirms that the child has a lack of interest in the current playground structure. Her
enthusiasm before and after this moment demonstrated to me that it is unlikely she is unsatisfied
with the playground as a whole; rather, she is not enthused about this particular piece of
equipment.
There were also instances on the playgrounds in which caregivers were present but did
not play an active role in the child’s play. This was often the case that I observed on the Vyton
Playground located in Prague. Much of the play I observed here was between children only as
opposed to children and adults. This more contemporary playground was fascinating to observe,
for the children appeared overjoyed to be there and their excitement only escalated as they
interacted with the other children. The first group of boys I observed had used the small black
piece of equipment to sit in and spin. I wonder about the intended use of this structure. Did an
individual think that the children would sit inside? It is possible that the intended use was for the
children to put objects in this bucket of sorts as opposed to sitting in the object themselves?
Whether the intention of the equipment’s design was is unclear did not affect the children’s
imaginative use of the object. The children did not appear to spend any time staring at the
structure wondering about its use. They merely used it for whichever purpose they desired. This
signifies a distinct difference in an adult’s thoughts in comparison to a child’s thoughts. For
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children, the line of intended versus actual use of the playground is blurred. In fact, this line
appeared to be nonexistent in their minds. There is simply use- not intended or actual.
The conversations that took place on the playground furthered my understanding of the
imaginative processes manifested in every outdoor play space. As children interacted, they often
relayed thoughts and ideas about what a particular object should represent. In addition, they often
worked together to manipulate, whenever possible, the object in some manner. The children
dictate how the play participants should use the object. If the object can not be manipulated, they
often created a fantasy around the immobile object.
As seen on the Penn Lincoln Playground, the entire space was well received by the
children. In particular, the moveable equipment was able to hold the children’s interest for long
periods of time. Some students would spend the entire thirty-minute recess interacting with a
single piece of equipment. In addition, the interactions on this playground rarely involved an
adult unless the child was asking for some type of assistance. Adults were not included in the
play scenarios or given certain roles to fill while out monitoring the children on the playground.
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Chapter 7
Future Research
Conclusions
My research on outdoor playgrounds has given me the opportunity to better understand
children’s interests in terms of outdoor play as well as the kinds of interactions that take place on
the playground. This project has evidence to support the idea that children most enjoy
playground structures that can be freely manipulated. Furthermore, children do not feel strongly
about intended versus actual uses of a structure, for they will adapt the structure to suit their
fantasy needs. This finding was the most surprising to me, for I believed the dissimilar views
between adults’ and children’s ideas of a “good” playground would pose a larger issue.
The exchanges related to play-talk that took place on the playground almost always
involved multiple children. Very rarely did a child choose to only communicate with his or her
caregiver. Additionally, the communication between child and caregiver often involved the child
asking for some sort of assistance in his or her play as opposed to asking for the caregiver to
partake in the play through a specified role.

Remaining Questions
At the conclusion of my research, I have a much better understanding of playground use;
however, I am also left with some lingering questions. At the beginning of my research, I often
went to playgrounds in hopes of observing children but was left sitting for long periods of time
staring at a deserted space. This leads me to wonder why these spaces were so frequently
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unoccupied. Are playgrounds becoming an attraction of the past? If so, where are children
playing instead? I originally considered the idea that suburban environments may have fewer
crowded playgrounds due to the fact that those children may have a large outdoor play space at
home. However, I did not detect a correlation between vacancy of the playground and its
location being urban or suburban in my observations. Another thought I had was that children are
possibly not going outside as much due to the increase in technologies that keep children
occupied inside. This wondering would have to evaluate the availability of technologies in
children’s homes and how that technology use is restricted or monitored.
There may be a vast number of reasons for this lack of occupancy. I am reluctant to
conclude whether an environmental or societal shift is the cause. My research tells me that it is
not solely an American phenomenon, for I witnessed many vacant playgrounds abroad as well.
My final unanswered questions relate to the roles created within the playground
environment. How is it decided which child will control the play in a group setting? Does this
relate to the child’s personality outside of the playground environment? I would be intrigued to
evaluate these roles and assignment of roles on a deeper level.
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Appendix A
Additional Pictures Taken During Research

Figure 23. Edge of Playground in Prague, Czech Republic.2014.

Figure 24. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.
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Figure 25. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.

Figure 26. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.
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Figure 27. Santander, Spain. 2014.

Figure 28. Allison Park, Pennsylvania. 2014.
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Figure 29. Allison Park, Pennsylvania. 2014.

Figure 30. Allison Park, Pennsylvania. 2014.
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Figure 31. Prague, Czech Republic. 2014.

Figure 32. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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Figure 33. Altoona, Pennsylvania. 2015.
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Appendix B
A Few Field Note Photographs

Figure 34. Altoona, PA. Field Note Excerpt. 2015.
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Figure 35. Altoona, PA. Field Note Excerpt. 2015.
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Figure 36. Prague, Czech Republic. Field Note Excerpt. 2014.
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Figure 37. Prague, Czech Republic. Field Note Excerpt. 2014.

Figure 38. Prague, Czech Republic. Field Note Excerpt. 2014.
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